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About This Game

About the HIS

Heroes in the Sky is an intense airborne MMOTPS (Massively Multiplayer Online Third person Shooter) that combines high
impact PVE and fast paced PVP as it chronicles the events from the beginning to the end of World War II. PVP combat is taken
to a new level as players must not only worry about the basic danger from in front, behind, and to the sides, but also from above

and below.

Cannon fire, machine gun blasts, missiles, and bombs flood the skies as up to 16 players shoot it out for air superiority! If that
isn't enough for you, soar across the sky recreating critical battles of the European and Pacific fronts to help your side take

control in the occupational war.

Cities will be bombed, boats will be sunk, blimps will be blown to pieces, fighters will be torn asunder; all this and more will
unfold as players compete to become the top Ace in WWII.

Key Features

- Various scenarios (more than 200) based on real operations during World War II
- Air battle; Dynamic maneuver and Dog fighting make feel romance

- more than 600 real or exist on paper Airplane
- 1~8 players can co-op on mission
- Raid mission with 1~16 players
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- Occupation war; maximum 35 players can fight each other
- more than 1300 various item can use

- variable choice with strengthen Item and Airplane
- HIS is compatible with a range of joysticks, as well as being fully optimized for mouse and keyboard, and gamepads
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Title: HIS (Heroes In the Sky)
Genre: Action, Casual, Free to Play, RPG, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
GameUS Inc.
Publisher:
GameUS Inc.
Release Date: 3 Mar, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP, Vista

Processor: Intel Pentium4 2.4, AMD 2500+

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce FX5600, ATI Radeon 9600

Storage: 1500 MB available space

English,French,German,Japanese,Korean
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I just wanted to say to all people that don't like this game, war thunder is a more realistic game and is free. I personally think
that it is NOT A PAY-TO-WIN. Also i played this game off the internet but forgot my password years ago, I thought it was the
best computer game ever but things change.. servers always off impossible to play. Im getting stuck at the loading screen right
when i click start can anyone help on how to fix this. This is what people say about this game,
-bad graphics
-bad AI
-bad Controls
-bad interface
-not alot of planes
Now look at all of these things and let me say this, Do I look like I give a ****? NO, the game is still an enjoyable experience..
hey a tip is to try the game for a week or so and then stop for a month and come back to some nice beginning items... or don't..
you would probably get similar if you are active IDK fully. but it is very nice for as far as i've gotten. happy hunting, pilots.
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Don't get this game! the makers need to be shot!!!!!!. Had potential, but couldn't evolve to keep up with the leading games. It
has some unnatural aspects, like homming missiles in 1944, and unkillable planes... It started as the leading game but turned out
amoung the last.. i like the game quite a bit its fun to play with my friend.. the worst game i have ever played... made me realize
even though war thunder may♥♥♥♥♥♥me off at times, its still the greatest war sim out there. hands down. 0/10. it is a lighter
than war thunder. easier control, more speed. so enjoyed shooting, destroying simply.
easily start HIS and so goood.. Nice game :D LOVE IT. I am going to be completely honest here...I like planes. I have always
been a fan of flying around in general, shooting things are a bonus! But this...oh my goodness this...

In short, it sucks. LIke completely, I couldn't stand it long enough to find a good thing.

Pros...

It is free.

You don't need a beefy machine.

Cons...

 EVERYTHING ELSE

I wish I could find something good about this...the interface is just...bleh. The game is...bleh...just PLAY WARTHUNDER
SAVE YOURSELF YOU CAN DRIVE TANKS IN THAT AND PILOT PLANES PLEASE PLAY THAT.
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